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Area Area Details Description 
 5.1.72 4/27/18 
WTTO WTTO Import Resolved a problem where the WTTO import 

would cause an error due to smoking status not 
matching available EHR options 

   
 5.1.71 1/22/18 

EHR EHR Create From History Resolved a problem where an error would occur 
when creating exams from history  

   
 5.1.70 12/27/17 

AOA Registry AOA Registry eCQM Help 

• Updated the eCQM for AOA MORE 
integration to include 2017 ICD-10 code 
updates.  Any ICD-10 codes that you have 
used throughout 2017 will now calculate 
appropriately within each measure. 

• Added the ability to record “not done” 
when the measure has a denominator 
exception 

• ROS added additional Tobacco Use Status 
per requirements for NQF 0028 

Clinical Quality 
Measures Verification Report Restructured query to be more performant 

Recall Reminder Scheduler 
When using a recall reminder partner Confirmed, 
Unconfirmed, and Left Message Pre-
Appointments now display correctly 

Optivision 
Integration Spectacle Sales Order Added a field in Optivision area to select Frame 

Type 
VisionWeb 
Integration Spectacle Sales Order Fixed issue where treatments were duplicated 

Help Support Information New help item that includes Email, Phone, and 
Hours for support 

Main Software Update PDU 

Activated for all client on version 5.1.66 and 
above.  For more information go to Client 
Documentation>General 
Documentation>Practice Director Updater (PDU) 

   
 5.1.69 5/22/17 

Scheduler Patient Communicator 
Confirmations 

Resolved an issue where Patient Communicator 
confirmations were not displaying on the 
scheduler.  Confirmations will now display as crv 
(confirmed recall vendor) 

Manage Sales Order Spectacle Order Sales orders in Invoiced or Quoted will use more 
strict validation rules 
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Manage Sales Order Spectacle Order Resolved dispensary frame data being lost on 
multiple save events 

 5.1.68 5/9/17 

Main Software Update 
PDU 

Note this feature is in beta testing.   Users will be 
able to check for updates from any workstation 
(regardless of where your server is located 
including cloud) and then download and install 
the update.  Versions 5.1.66 and greater have the 
capability to update via PDU.  

 
In the lower right corner of Practice Director, you 
will receive the following message “Practice 
Director Version “Version x.x.x” available!  Get 
the most out of Practice Director with new 
features, bug fixes, and code updates” 
 
Users should then go to Main>Software Update 
you will see one of several options  

• “Practice Director is up to date!”  this 
indicates you are on the current version 

• “A new version of Practice Director is 
available!” You will see release notes and 
the option to download and install the 
update 

• “This feature is currently in beta testing.  
To be included in the beta test please 
contact support, otherwise you may 
update your software via the CDU” You 
can request to be on the beta list or 
update from your server via the CDU 

• “Our records indicate you are ineligible 
for the latest version of Practice Director 
(Version x.x.x)” in place of release notes 
you will see “To Keep Practice Director up 
to date, fix errors, improve performance 
and resolve other issues please contact 
customer support to resolve this issue” If 
you are seeing this message call support 

 
  

Administration Administration Inventory 
Setup 

Resolved an issue where changes under the 
Manufacturer Tab would not save 

AOA MORE 
Submission 

Submission and Test 
Submission Run 

Increased transaction timeout to allow larger 
amounts of data to be sent 

Manage Sales Order Spectacle UPC Search The UPC search is no longer case sensitive upper 
or lowercase letters can be used 
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VisionWeb Lens and Material Search VisionWeb catalog items no longer share 
descriptions 

VisionWeb Order Tracking VisionWeb order tracking fix for labs with 
alphanumeric identifiers 

EHR EHR Form 

Added a check to verify the Provider selected in 
EHR matches the provider signature field at the 
bottom of the end of the form.   There are three 

options when the providers do not match 
• Save Patient Info Provider 
• Save with Electronic Signature Provider 

Save as (2 different providers) 
   
 5.1.67 2/28/17 

Administration Administration 
Added Edit and Delete buttons back to screens in 

Administration menus where they had been 
removed 

Dispensary Spectacle Manage Sales 
Order 

Resolved an issue where spectacle order would 
retain previous patient information when copy 

was selected 

EHR Options AOA Management 

The eCQM and AOA Registry dates are controlled 
by the AOA and CMS.  Removed the ability for the 

user to change the start and end dates.  PD will 
update the dates when they need to be changed 

AOA MORE AOA MORE Submission 
and Test Files 

If a provider does not use ERX, then an additional 
check is performed when gathering AOA 
medication order information. For any patients 
that are involved in the eCQM/CQM results for 
an AOA submission run and no ERX medication 
order information is found, then the patient's 
exams are checked for "current medications" 
entries. If any such entries are found, then the 
patient's medication state is considered "known". 
And since no prescription (medication order ERX) 
information is available, it is asserted that the 
patient's prescription state is "no known 
prescriptions" aka "no known medication 
orders".  This allows the required "at least" one-
medication order entry to be submitted for the 
patient and in doing this, allows all the other 
QRDA data to be submitted. 

 
AOA MORE AOA MORE Submission Resolved background parsing errors 

AOA MORE AOA MORE Submission 
Resolved and issue where duplicate entries 
within Patient Education caused the test run to 
fail 

 5.1.66 2/9/17 
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EHR Cycloplegic View/Copy 
Fixed label in Cycloplegic Refraction View/Copy 
history to correctly display Cycloplegic Refraction 
History 

EHR Closing the Referral Loop 
Resolved a problem where data in the Summary 
field of the outgoing Referral Report would cause 
the findings not to count for the CMS 50  

EHR Options MU and Verification 
Report 

Updated the wording for objective 8 to “The 
MIPS eligible clinician is in active engagement to 
submit data to specialized registry.  Earn a 5% 
bonus in advancing care information 
performance category score for submitting to 
one or more public health or clinical data 
registries (AOA MORE)" 
 

Manage Sales Order Spectacle Order UPC 
Resolved an issue where the barcode scanner 
was not scanning code into UPC field because of 
carriage return setting 

Manage Sales Order Spectacle Order 
Changed header from VisionWeb to Lab 
Integration to describe VisionWeb and Optivision 
integrations 

Manage Sales Order Spectacle Order Lab integration frame trace file, will now allow 
more file types including .xml 

Reporting  Frame and CL Order 
Report 

Resolved an issue where frames that needed to 
be ordered were not displaying 

Reporting 

Frame and CL Order, 
Inventory Stock, and 

Dispensary Sales by Type 
Report 

Added the option to run each of these reports 
with or without Frame UPC information 

Main Software Update 

Note this feature is in beta testing.  Users will be 
able to check for updates from any workstation 
(regardless of where your server is located 
including cloud) and then download and install 
the update.  Users will go to Main>Software 
Update you will see “Practice Director is up to 
date!” or “A new version of Practice Director is 
available!” or “with this message you can then 
download and install 

 


